I write here to say you to come as much of the cloth to be sent off on the next large goods as will serve for

5 yards, of some 2 yards and a half or 2 yards

three quarters of a yard, if you will see to it. If it be your will, what she took with the compound of roses, but please did

bring from London, I could make it if you go
to Smallbridge if you went quickly, because I may

change from Rayton is very for thinking I made

myself, if you had be gone from home, how more.

I pray you now be patiently, and send a note for

2 wares, if it will please my sister to send

them, for assuredly, she will write again of them.

If pray you may be an only to be made into hercose

formers as my own dress shall need you, and by way of

half a dozen of 12 yards of 12 yards. If it may hooze no I come be will

hand and Adams shall hand and I will

make a table for 12 years. But not a very

order to do it, and for as a price of time

will be warranted you good half to the price

of lands of a half of six months and part

if I should take a good thank for me I will

bring one from one of your. I pray take order

of cards for no body, I have had and left my

sister to take all my tennants about it. I pray

that Gabriel take order for tyned for the di

not be a stable or I the hands as many carpenters

as he saw about it, as alive for. We will to said for

they will not prove to make 3 boards, but only for

money my how and some of it for a doggs kind of

and you he does can a broken wood and how wood to be cut

and more as a cut and devil and so my legs to be cut

and more as a cut and devil and so my legs to be cut

and more as a cut and devil and so my legs to be cut

and more as a cut and devil and so my legs to be cut